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Difficulties being a psychotherapist to a LGBT+ counselee
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Statement of the Problem: Lesbian, gay, bisexual, transsexual (LGBT+) individuals compose a population that the community 
does not hear and especially prefers to stay away. This shall be regarded as a community mental health problem. The author 
considered appropriate to deepen this discussion in two sections based on culture as a CBT therapist.

Universal Challenges: These individuals are experiencing mobbing, being exposed to all kinds of violence both emotional and 
physical in social life, being bullied by their peers and ignored by educators and are often exposed to inequality and labeling 
in the health sector. The therapy process shall proceed in three steps to provide the individual's bio-psychological and social 
integrity.

Islamic Challenges: In the Islamic philosophy, the superstitions regard all situations except the heteronormative are 
considered as diseased, abnormal and which shall be solved urgently. They believe LGBT+ members go against the natural 
disposition (fitrah) which Allah has created in mankind whereby the male is inclined towards the female and vice versa. 
Whoever goes against that goes against the natural disposition of mankind. In contrary in Holy Qur'an, which contains 6236 
verses, you cannot see any evidence referring to LGBT+ even in a single word in the verses. However, as a fundamental part 
of the society, the LGBT+ individual also grew up in the arms of these damaged cultural attitudes. For this reason, the most 
difficult and most challenging part in societies where Muslims are dominant is to break this erroneous and diseased attitude. 
It is the psychotherapist's primary responsibility to be able to recognize all these concerns of counselee and to respond them 
appropriately. A systematic supervision process is a necessity here as well as in all psychotherapy processes.

Conclusion: Working with LGBT+ individuals is not different from other counselee when the real question has been determined 
(generalized as self-confidence-self-worth). Soon as your counselee has noticed this, it indicates that you are opening an 
important door for the collapse of internalized homophobia. It should be remembered that “Liberation of homosexuals would 
free also heterosexuals”.
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